New Rates Manager | Market Rates FAQs
What are Market Rates?
Fueled by billions of data points from the Vrbo marketplace, Market Rates make it
easier than ever for you to competitively set your rates.
If market conditions change, suggested Market Rates will proactively show you when
you may want to adjust your rates to increase your chances of a greater annual income.
With travel changing by the day, you can’t rely on historic rates alone for an effective
rate strategy. Market Rates can help you make decisions about your rates to optimize
your return on a booking. You’ll get peace of mind knowing that you aren't leaving
money on the table!

Where can I see and accept Market Rates opportunities?
Navigate to the Rates Manager in Escapia (Rates > Rates Manager) and select the
“Market rates” view from the dropdown in the upper right. You will see Market Rates
opportunities in blue for any US-based property distributed on Vrbo, up to 365 days out.
To accept a Market Rates opportunity, simply select the property(s) using the
checkboxes on your grid and use the right edit drawer to choose the opportunity date(s).
Scroll down in the drawer and select the “Accept market rates” option and click “Save.”
Overall, the Market Rates view in Escapia’s Rates Manager provides a helpful visual of
how your current rates compare to the market. You can use it to quickly identify
opportunities to increase or decrease your rates by property.

Why is Escapia now calling rate optimization opportunities “Market Rates”
instead of “MarketMaker Rates”?
It’s all about keeping an eye towards the future! As we continue to invest in revenue
management solutions, we can see a world where we bring in even more data sources
to deliver the best possible rate recommendations. So, we decided to broaden the term
to “Market Rates.”
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For now, though, the current “Market Rates” work the same way as the powerful
“MarketMaker Rates” you’re used to — analyzing billions of Vrbo data points to deliver
tailored pricing opportunities for your business.

How are Market Rates determined?
Market Rates are maximized for revenue, which can help increase your chances of
earning a higher nightly revenue and, ultimately, a higher yearly revenue.
Billions of real-time, first-party data points are incorporated into Market Rates to deliver
opportunities tailored to your business. Examples of these data points include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real-time supply and demand
Seasonal awareness
Historical listing performance
Booking lead times
National holidays
Average rates of similar properties

“Accept market rates” option in the Rates Manager:
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